
Authentic

KITCHEN & 
BATHROOM 
SURFACES

A genuine “authentic” life starts in our home, which is a reflection of our own personality 
and experience. The human dimension is what turns our house into our home. 
It is a way of living contructed over time. 
It is the result of our actions, our decisions and our experiences.
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Worktop & Integrity Sink PULSAR NEBULA CODE SERIES

Silestone® 
Authentic Life
Each element that surrounds us contributes to build our reality. That’s the authentic existence, the 
existence that defines who you are. Silestone® lets you express character and emotion through your kitchen 
and bathroom. 
 
The only worktop with bacteriostatic protection, and available in varied and exclusive texturess. 

Live the authentic life.  
Live your life with Silestone®.

“I love architecture and fashion,  
but the authentic things are in the houses 
we live in, in the clothes real people wear.  
That’s what I tell people on my blog.  
That is Authentic life.”

Macarena Gea  
(Blogger & Architect)
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Helix

Daria

Pulsar

Istmo

Dreis

Silestone’s most 
Natural Appearance 

Nebula Code are 5 new Silestone colours that feature unique patterns, harmonies and movements.  
Each vein is different. Each slab is different.

The Nebula Code series represents the beauty of irregularity, the randomness of nature applied to a product 
manufactured with the guarantee of Silestone in terms of hardness, resistance to impact, and scratching, 
bacteriostatic protection and extremely low absorption.

Available   Z Suede   P Polished

PulsarDreisSuede Texture

 
 

Silestone® Reinvents The 
Touch of your Worktop 

with Suede

The new extramatt finish of Silestone® enhances 
worksurfaces thanks to its soft velvety texture 

 which is both pleasing to the eye, and hand.  
Suede is a new Silestone® sensation that offers something 

for all our senses due to its revolutionary texture, never 
before seen in quartz surfaces. The new Suede finish is 

launched to provide intense colour and high performance 
against stains and marks.Additionally, its exclusive 

treatment offers  the highest technological performance. 

Suede is launched in more than  40 Silestone® colours.  



The Silestone® Sinks.  
Integration without joints.

A solution for those who want the best from their kitchen, the Integrity Sink combines all the advantages of 
Silestone® in a new and revolutionary product. It completes the cycle of perfection that the kitchen needs 
and it harmonizes every aspect. 
 
Thanks to the ‘one piece only’ effect, the uniformity is obvious. Worktop and sink are joined in design and 
they are perfectly combined in order to prevent any disjointed areas. 
 
And now, also available: Integrity Due!

More than 90% of Quartz  
100% innovation

Integrity DUE - Blanco Zeus

Integrity ONE Integrity ONE

Straight  
Lines

DUE is available in two sizes: 37x34x15.5, ideal 
for a double sink and 37x51x15.5 for a single 
sink, it is characterised by its straight lines.  
 
The perfect choice for those who see the simplicity 
of straight lines as the mark of style and beauty.

In one  
Piece

ONE is the model that defines the concept of 
Integrity. A single sink, in one piece, measuring 41 
x 51 x 15,5 cm., ONE is 1, with its curved outline, 
the perfect choice for lovers of fluid design and 
originality.

Integrity



Large  
Sizes
Silestone® re-invents the bathroom space with a 
concept of ‘Tailor-Made’ Formats for large areas.

Any element of architecture becomes an 
opportunity which gives us limitless aesthetic 
possibilities. The material can be arranged to 
compliment the space, rather than viceversa.

Silestone® makes it possible to design almost all 
elements of the bathroom using the same stunning 
material – creating a harmonious space with 
stunning results.

  PULSAR   /     CEMENTO SPA    /    SHOWER TRAY: FLOW     CEMENTO SPA SHOWER TRAYS: DOPPIO   LYRA 

WASH BASIN: EXCLUSIVE   KENSHO WASH BASIN: EXCLUSIVE   BLANCO ZEUS    /    BATH COVERING   GEDATSU 



Blanco Zeus plvj Blanco Maple 14 plj Mont Blanc pl Yukon pl Blanco norte 14 plj

Helix pl pulsar pl lagoon plj lYra plj Bianco rivers plv

Blanco stellar plj WHite platinuM p vortiuM plj Haiku plv Daria pl

tigris sanD plv Blanco capri plvj creMa Minerva pl aMarillo palMira p kona Beige p

Beige DapHne p verDe ugarit p aZul ugarit p unsui plj aMaZon plv

          

BraZilian BroWn pj geDatsu pl Marron Jupiter plj aluMinio nuBe pl kensHo plvj

cYgnus pl cHroMe pl steel p gris expo plvj ceMento spa plvj

altair pl istMo pl Merope pl Dinux plj carBono pl

ZirconiuM pl arDen Blue plvj DoraDus pl Dreis pl negro teBas plj

negro stellar pj eros stellar pj rosso MonZa pl verDe Fun p Magenta energY p

      

SLAB SIZES WITHOUT JOINTS UP TO: Width 304 cm. x Height 138 cm.   
JUMBO: Width 325 cm. x Height 157 cm. 
TILES FORMATS: 60 x 60 cm. / 60 x 40 cm. / 60 x 30 cm.  
40 x 40 cm. /  30 x 30 cm.   THICKNESS: 1,2 cm. / 2 cm. / 3 cm. 

Silestone® 
Collection



Advantages  
of Silestone®

Silestone® is a natural quartz surface developed and created to decorate today’s kitchens and bathrooms 
in a range of attractive quartz colours, extraordinary quartz textures, and top-quality performance. It is the 

only one with a bacteriostatic protection for worktops that guarantees maximum hygiene on its surfaces.

Price Groups Silestone®

Resistant 
to stains

Silestone® is a quartz surface that is highly 
resistant to staining from coffee, wine, lemon 
juice, olive oil, vinegar, make-up and many other 
everyday products.

Resistant 
to knocks

The high level of resistance of Silestone® quartz 
worktops to knocks, far surpasses that of other 
products with similar applications (granite, solid 
surfaces, etc). This resistance and durability 
provides peace of mind in the kitchen.

Resistant  
to acid

Quartz is one of the strongest minerals known 
to man. This makes our products extremely 
durable, with a high level of resistance to external 
agressors.

RESISTENTE
A LAS MANCHAS

RESISTENTE
AL IMPACTO

RESISTENTE
AL ÁCIDO

SILESTONE ®  PPolished

GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III GROUP IV GROUP V GROUP VI

AMARILLO MONSUL ARDEN BLUE ALUMINIO NUBE BAMBOO  ALPINA WHITE CARBONO
BEIGE DAPHNE BLANCO NORTE AMARILLO PALMIRA BLANCO MAPLE SIENNA RIDGE CHROME
BLANCO CITY CEMENTO SPA AZUL UGARIT BLANCO ZEUS BLACK CANYON STEEL
CREMA URBAN CREMA MINERVA BLANCO CAPRI BRAZILIAN BROWN GIALLO QUARRY WHITE PLATINUM
GRIS EXPO NEGRO TEBAS KONA BEIGE AMAZON SIERRA MADRE ZIRCONIUM
MARENGO NIEBLA MARRÓN JUPITER BIANCO RIVER MOUNTAIN MIST 

TOFFE MONT BLANC TIGRIS SAND ALTAIR
NEGRO ANUBIS YUKON CYGNUS
VERDE UGARIT BLANCO STELLAR DORADUS 
WHITE STORM EROS STELLAR LAGOON  

NEGRO STELLAR LYRA 
MAGENTA ENERGY MEROPE
ROSSO MONZA VORTIUM 
VERDE FUN DINUX
GEDATSU DARIA
HAIKU HELIX
KENSHO PULSAR
UNSUI DREIS

ITSMO

GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III GROUP IV GRUPO V

ARDEN BLUE BLANCO CAPRI AMAZON ALTAIR CARBONO
BLANCO CITY ALUMINIO NUBE BLANCO MAPLE CYGNUS CHROME
BLANCO NORTE MONT BLANC BIANCO RIVER DORADUS ZIRCONIUM
CEMENTO SPA NEGRO ANUBIS BLANCO ZEUS DINUX
CREMA MINERVA MARRON JUPITER GEDATSU LAGOON  
CREMA URBAN WHITE STORM HAIKU LYRA 
GRIS EXPO KENSHO MEROPE 
MARENGO ROSSO MONZA VORTIUM 
NEGRO TEBAS TIGRIS SAND ALPINA WHITE
NIEBLA UNSUI MOUNTAIN MIST
TOFFE YUKON

BLANCO STELLAR

GROUP I GROUP II GROUP III

ARDEN BLUE BLANCO CAPRI AMAZON
CEMENTO SPA BIANCO RIVER
GRIS EXPO BLANCO ZEUS 

HAIKU 
KENSHO 
TIGRIS SAND

SILESTONE ® Z Suede

SILESTONE ® V Volcano

Resistant 
to scratching

 
Quartz has a hardness of 7 in the Mohs hardness 
scale (diamond is number 10). Therefore, whereas 
with the majority of other worktops, such as those 
made of granite or laminate, which  

 
 
 
 
 

can get scratched, with Silestone® no mark is left. 
Silestone® is highly resistant but should not be 
treated with reckless force, care needs to be taken 
with knife blades.

RESISTENTE
AL RAYADO



  BLANCO ZEUS   BLANCO ZEUS - SUEDE   /     CARBONO



The Re-Evolution of Silestone®

 Colours & Textures

With more than 60 colours and three textures to 
combine: polished, matt or rough – the possibilities 
are endless. From the most modern designs to the 
most traditional, any idea can be brought to life.

 After-Sales Service

We place special emphasis on our after-sales 
service, as it is the most honest and effective 
means of providing greater added-value to our 
products. Our users can understand why the 
leader is always the first to evolve.

 Strength

After diamond and ruby, quartz is the hardest 
mineral known to man. This makes our products 
long-lasting and highly resistant to external 
aggressions.

 Formats

We manufacture 3 thicknesses – 1.2cm, 2cm and 
3cm – and two slab formats – 304cm x 138cm 
(Standard) and 325cm x 159cm (Jumbo – in 
limited colours). This enables us to offer larger 
sizes than anyone else with fewer joints.

 Variety

Our team of expert “quartz hunters” travel the 
world to find and choose different quartz varieties 
for the constant development of new lines to 
match the latest in interior design trends.

 Brand

Everyone wants to be called Silestone® to take 
advantage of our efforts and market leadership.  
But there is only one brand, the authentic and 
original Silestone® by Cosentino®.

 Bacteriostatic 
Protection

This property ensures that bacteria do not 
proliferate on the entire surface including edges 
and grooves, providing active protection for the 
material in any of its applications. It is based on 
the use of latest generation silver.

 Distribution

Reaching the entire world is becoming a reality. 
This is due to the huge manufacturing capacity 
of Cosentino® with 11 manufacturing lines and its 
network of Centers and distributors all over the 
world.

 Guarantees

Cosentino® offers customers a 10-year warranty 
for Silestone kitchen worktops, as well as the  
ISO9001, ISO14001, NSF, LGA, Greenguard and 
Greenguard for Children & Schools certifications.

 Sustainability

We are firmly committed to forging a better world 
through sustainable architecture and construction 
by providing high value products that improve 
energy efficiency without compromising the beauty 
of design.

The Secure 
Brand 
The unique brand that gives you a certified warranty.

Only the world’s leading quartz surface manufacturer, one who offers unique 
anti-bacterial protection as standard, could exceed itself once again by 
providing a ten year warranty for all Silestone® quartz surfaces. Demand a 
genuine Silestone® worktop. Reject all imitations.

10 Y
E

A
R

S

WARRANTY

Greenguard

     

This certification assures the low emissions of 
chemical compounds to the air.

NSF

This certification assures the security of the 
product in hygienic terms.

LGA

It assures the efficiency of the use of water 
systems and the control of environmental risks.

Certifications Silestone® is internationally certified to guarantee 
maximum hygiene and environmental protection.

Silestone 
Premium + 
More Than 
a Symbol.

Above all, Silestone® means capability, initiative, consistency, 
responsibility, development, experience… it is all this and much 
more.

It is a set of advantages that have made Silestone® a 
progressive brand, adapting the latest technologies in every way 
and for everyone.

It is a journey towards the future that we began many years ago, 
and which has made us an icon in constant re-evolution.



With Silver Technology

Silestone® is the only surfaces brand that includes an active hygiene system in its composition. 
 
Through the latest in ‘silver particle’ technology. We achieve an effective protection that stops the spreads 
of a wide range of bacteria. This way, the Silestone® kitchen and bathroom worktops provide the added 
value of security and piece of mind  for your home. 

With Silver Technology
BACTERIOSTATIC PROTECTION

*This product does not protect users or others against food-
borne (or disease-causing) bacteria. Always clean this product 
thoroughly after each use.

Bacteriostatic 
Protection
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www.cosentino.com / www.silestone.com

* To check terms and conditions please go to www.silestone.com
** To obtain more information about colours with NSF certificate please visit www.nsf.org

COSENTINO HEADQUARTERS
Ctra. Baza a Huércal - Overa, km 59 - 04850 - Cantoria - Almería (Spain)

Tel.: +34 950 444 175 - Fax: +34 950 444 226 
 info@cosentino.com
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